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A cost-effective and comprehensive package of over 30 premium books - all books that make up the Clinical Pharmacy Collection and the Cornerstone Pharmaceutical Sciences Collection.

Clinical Pharmacy Collection:
Covers a range of essential skills and applications, from therapeutics and patient care to ethics and communication skills. You'll find resources for the NAPLEX exam and other end-of-course/end-of-training milestones.

Cornerstone Pharmaceutical Sciences Collection:
Authoritative titles ensure preparedness for clinical coursework with coverage of topics across the Pharmaceutical Sciences, from dosage forms and calculations to pathophysiology and medicinal chemistry.

Publisher
Facts & Comparisons
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW)

What's Included
5-Minute Clinical Consult 2019, The
5-Minute Consult Clinical Companion to Women's Health
5-Minute Pediatric Consult, The
A Practical Guide to Contemporary Pharmacy Practice
AHA Clinical Cardiac Consult
Ansel's Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms
Basic Clinical Pharmacokinetics
Boh's Pharmacy Practice Manual
Clinical Pharmacokinetics Concepts and Applications
Communication Skills in Pharmacy Practice
Comprehensive Pharmacy Review for NAPLEX
Contemporary Drug Information
Drug Facts and Comparisons, Pocket Version 2014
Essential Guide to Primary Care Procedures, The
Foye's Principles of Medicinal Chemistry
Introduction to Pharmaceutical Sciences
Koda-Kimble & Young's Applied Therapeutics
Lippincott's Illustrated Reviews Series: Microbiology
Lippincott's Illustrated Reviews, Immunology
Marks' Basic Medical Biochemistry
Martin’s Physical Pharmacy
Medical Physiology: Principles for Clinical Medicine
Patient Assessment in Pharmacy Practice
Patient Care Management Lab
Pharmaceutical Calculations
Practical Guide to Joint & Soft Tissue Injections, A
Ovid®
Integrated Pharmacy Book Collection

- Principles of Pharmacology: The Pathophysiologic Basis of Drug Therapy
- Resolving Ethical Dilemmas: A Guide for Clinicians
- Review of Organic Functional Groups
- Rosen & Barkin's 5-Minute Emergency Medicine Consult
- Wallach's Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests
- Washington Manual of Medical Therapeutics